Well-written works
Academic writing in the Economics Department

Wednesday, September 20th, to Wednesday, September 27th
9am to 1pm, WSP1 – R.401
Wilhelm-Seelig-Platz 1, 4. Stock, 24118 Kiel

Academic writing is one of the most difficult aspects at university and it stays that way unless we practice. This voluntary class is organized by PerLe (Projekt erfolgreiches Lehren und Lernen) and the economics department. It gives especially students new to the German university system a chance to learn about the professor’s expectations and to practice some easy writing before they have to prepare term papers in their classes.

Subjects will include:
* Writing as a competence
* Writing as a process/Writing steps
* The central theme
* How to deal with difficulties

Please register via email at: cjerratsch@uv.uni-kiel.de